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Chapter 1 - The

beginning

One day of astronomy, while a guy named
GLIMAND set out to find the secrets of the
universe, A terrible famine struck⚡, well
it was not like a ‘famine’ but had the
same effects, except it was sudden, anyway
let us see what the famine was - Glimand
saw a strange thing which nobody else
could see, It was blurred, maybe a black
hole. Oh no! It is a black hole: RED
ALARM! It sucked Glimand in. I’m gonna
call Glimand ‘glim’ for shorter use.
So glim started shouting ‘HELP’ even
though nobody could hear him in space. But
it was kinda strange that he could see a
black hole, I mean nobody can see a black
hole. Then a voice came “Gliiiimmm I see
you have returned *QUACK*.” W
 hy’d the
‘quack’ come at last? Then it came out,
the person who talked was... Wait it’s not
a person it’s a duck! Ducks are the
species of the cosmos, of the black holes,
the’re aliens! Oh by the way glim is still
getting spaghettified by the extreme
gravity of the black hole.
The duck, who is by the way
‘duckacosmholes blackyducaspagg’ or ducky
for short, helped glim return from the
black hole abomination. Glim was surprised
just like you.
Um...thanks ducky. Uh uh, not so quick
because glim went and returned from the
black hole, he duplicated, you see time
stopped for him for 0.00000001 seconds
till he was pulled out and glim from
0.000000001 seconds from the future was
there too, I know.. It's complicated.
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Chapter 2 - The

great

Famine

So because the glim duplicated, his
clone’s surroundings should be as same as
his. But nope that didn’t happen
*BANG BOOM BEEM ALMOST LIKE THE BIG BANG
AND BANGING AROUND TOWN*
*BANG BANG*
*CRASH AEROPLANES CRASH LANDING*
An aeroplane’s captain - “Attention folks
this is the end of the world, please free
you seatbelts as you won’t need it and
jump out of the aeroplane. Thank you for
choosing your doom”
You’re probably wondering what happened,
Oh I’ll tell you what happened Because everything was not the same for
glim and glim2(clone). The world was not
meant to be like that, That was not
written in glim’s fate! So the world ended
You’re probably thinking that this story
is really complicated. It’s the GLITCH!

Chapter 3 - The

truth

While the world ended, ducky saw it with a
smirk that lead to evil laughter *Muahahahahahahaha* Turns out ducky wanted
the world to BURN BURN
Now that's a twist!
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Chapter 4 - The

end

Ducky just had 1... 2 victims to destroy!
Glim and glim2. Ducky punched Glim on his
face and Glim went flying. Oh yeah ducky,
you want this to be a real battle. Let’s
do this!
Glim takes a stand and kicks ducky in the
stomach, ducky has a counter by holding
glim’s leg and twisting it. Glim instead
turns ducky upside down and punches him
again and again and again.
Glim you have angered duckacosmholes
blackyducaspagg! aaahhh... Bam! Glim went
flying in the cosmos, past the stars, past
the galaxies, past the black holes. The
black hole! A slight smirk formed on
glim’s face.
Glim went to the black holes to reverse
the duplicating of himself and saving the
world.
Glim’s clone was fighting ducky for
distraction. Glim was sucked in the black
hole, when he was about to get in there
completely, he grabbed the edge of the
black hole and pulled himself up with the
power of gravity as he had gotten it when
ducky helped him out of the black hole in
the beginning.
And the duplicating reversed, everything
was back to normal.
Except that ducky was sent out into the
core of *Rigel because of on mega ultra
punch by Glim
The end

*Rigel - A star in the orion constellation
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